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US Immigration firm, Law Offices of Rajiv S. Khanna, P.C.
Law Offices of Rajiv S. Khanna, P.C , immigration law firm, was started in 1993. It is headed
by US Immigration Attorney, Rajiv S. Khanna, providing immigration help and assistance to
clients in Virginia (VA), Marlyand (MD), Washington D.C and all remaining states and abroad.
Our clients range from individuals and small businesses to Fortune 100 corporations. The
focus of our practice is on business and professional immigration matters
(E/H/J/K/L/O/P/R/TN classifications, permanent residence through professional Labor
Certifications, Employment Based First Category, and National Interest Waivers) and complex
immigration cases. We can assist you with routine cases involving H-1B visa and green card
to more complex cases and RFEs. We provide assistance with investigations and litigation
against the government at all levels.
Immigration.com [2] supports the immigrant community with helpful information and resources.
We host a vibrant on-line community, forums.immigration.com [3]. In order to achieve our goal,
we keep pace with rapidly changing immigration laws and growing public expectations by
continuously updating our knowledge and locating ourselves at the constantly expanding
frontier of immigration issues. We at Immigration.com take personal pride in the quality of our
work and our attention to detail.

About Rajiv S. Khanna
Rajiv S. Khanna, US Immigration attorney, is a member of the Virginia and D.C. Bars and the
principal of the Law Offices of Rajiv S. Khanna, PC. Since 1993, Rajiv has focused his and
the firm?s practice on employment and business-based immigration and related
administrative and federal audits, investigations and litigation. The firm represents individuals
and businesses from every major city in USA and internationally. Rajiv's immigration practice
includes transactional work (immigration/visa petitions, etc.), compliance consultations,
defending government audits, and related litigation and providing assistance to criminal
defense teams against allegations of immigration violations. The firm has offices located in

Arlington (Washington, DC) and Staunton in Virginia.
Rajiv has been providing educational seminars for more than ten years with an emphasis on
practical approaches for compliance with immigration laws. The firm?s website (
http://www.immigration.com [4]) is the oldest portal and compendium of immigration law.
Rajiv?s background includes corporate law, commercial law, constitutional law, business law,
government contracts, private international law, RICO and antitrust litigation, and litigation
management. Because of this diversity, he possesses experience and insight from various
disciplines that equips him to provide a unique insight into immigration law as a multi-faceted
discipline. Rajiv has provided advice and representation in over 50,000 immigration cases and
over 250 "non-routine" audits, investigations and criminal defense matters alleging violations
of immigration laws.
Our community forums [3] currently have more than 200,000 registered members and more
than two million posts. He answers questions in the forums and posts items and videos on his
blog. Rajiv hosts Free Community Conference Calls [5] relaed to US Immigration questions
every two weeks open to everyone and sends out a monthly newsletter.
Rajiv?s 2004 call-in show on C-SPAN about summer work visas is the most-watched C-SPAN
video of all time in any category. C-SPAN (Cable-Satellite Public Affairs Network) is a
television station designed to provide public access to the political process. With more than
850,000 views, it has been watched by nearly 200,000 more people than any other video. In
addition, it has been watched more than three times more than any other Call-In show with
almost 600,000 more views than the next closest. The statistics indicate that, month after
month and week after week, the video continues to be among the most watched Call-In show
of any given day, week, and month.
Rajiv on C-Span [6] Watch a tape of Rajiv being interviewed on C-SPAN about immigration issues, the most
watched video in the history of C-SPAN.

Rajiv, Radio Show on KCRW:
"Marrying an American doesn't save you from deportation"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMNwsvm2btQ
[7]Link

to KCRW website: https://www.kcrw.com/news-culture/shows/press-play-with-madeleine-brand/...[8]

...................................................................................................
Does "Hire an American" mean fire a foreigner?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vB268qy0tJU [9]
Link to KCRW website: http://www.kcrw.com/news-culture/shows/to-the-point/does-hire-american-m...[10]
Rajiv and the Firm in the News [11] Read stories that include comments from Rajiv from international media,
including the Wall Street Journal, ABC News, and India Abroad.
Rajiv's Articles
Rajiv's Blog
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Read scholarly articles Rajiv has written about immigration issues.

See Rajiv's latest entries in his blog.

Podcasts and Videos [14] Watch Rajiv's videos on a range of immigration topics.
Our Fees
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Review the fee schedule for our firm's services.

Free Community Conference Calls [5] Sign up to join Rajiv's Free Community Conference Calls held every two
weeks open to everyone.
Comments/Testimonials from our Clients [16] Read comments and testimonials from past clients of the firm.

Sample Cases from our Office [17] Review summaries of cases our office has handled.
Community Stories [18] Read the latest accounts from the community about their experiences with the
immigration system.
Community Forums [19] Join the conversations on our community forums.
Newsletters
YouTube
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Read our past newsletters and learn how to join our newsletter list.

Visit and subscribe to our YouTube Channel for videos about relevant immigration topics.

Contact Us [22] Send us an email.
Follow Rajiv on
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